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Abstract

We develop a procedure for characterization and reconstruction of periodic unit cells of highly filled, multimodal, particulate composites. Rocpack, a particle packing software, is used to generate the solid propellant microstructures and one- and two-point probability functions are used to describe its statistical morphology. The reconstruction is carried out using a parallel Augmented Simulated Annealing algorithm with a novel mutation operator based on a mass–spring system to eliminate overlap and improve the code performance. Results from the reconstruction procedure, for four-phase random particulate composites of 40–70% packing fraction, are detailed to demonstrate the capabilities of the reconstruction model. The presented results suggest good convergence and repeatability of the optimization scheme, even for high volume fractions, and good scalability of the algorithm.
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1. Introduction

It has long been recognized that the macroscopic properties of a heterogeneous material depend strongly on its microstructure and a wide range of approaches have been proposed that take this information into account [10,9,26,16,34,27]. Some of these approaches use simple statistics, such as volume fraction [16], while others try to simplify the problem by replacing a complex microstructure by a simple hexagonal array of phases [27] or by a periodic unit cell (PUC) [6,18]. It is essential, however, to realize the inherent randomness of the system to describe its macroscopic properties. Several procedures have been proposed to characterize and reconstruct the microstructure depending on an application: Povirk [21] suggested replacing the complex two-phase particulate microstructure with a simple, yet random periodic unit cell that has similar statistical characteristics as the original microstructure. Yeong and Torquato introduced a numerical “microstructure reconstruction” procedure [31,32]. Kumar et al. [14] used a similar scheme within the simulated annealing (SA) framework for ductile iron metals. Sundararaghavan and Zabaras [24] developed a support vector machine framework for microstructure classification and reconstruction from limited statistical information. Quintanilla and Max Jones used convex quadratic programming to model random media with Gaussian random fields [22]. Zeman [33], Matouš et al. [19], and Zemen and Sejnoha [34] applied genetic algorithms to reconstruct PUC of two-phase fibrous composites.

Traditionally, the microstructures of random composites are studied from micrographs or topographic data at a high level of magnification. Although very efficient, such methods require sometimes costly or complicated experiments...
or image processing. Therefore, computer-generated microstructures, which are statistically identical, started to become more popular. For example, Anderson et al. [1] proposed a grain growth model suitable for polycrystalline materials. For heterogeneous solid propellants, Webb and Lee Davis [30] developed a reduced-dimension particle packing algorithm based on a ballistic deposition model. Another packing algorithm that is dynamic in nature, which can pack spheres or discs of arbitrary sizes, called Rocpack, was introduced by Kochevets et al. [13] and Knott et al. [12]. Rocpack has been extensively tested and validated against available experimental data [12,18]. In order to be representative of an actual material, such computer-generated packs must be large. Two examples, one in three dimensions and one in two dimensions, are shown in Fig. 1. These domains are, however, too big to be fully numerically resolved, when complex nonlinear processes such as decohesion and matrix tearing are modeled. The aforementioned space dimension reduction techniques are, thus, important to reduce the problem size while preserving the cell statistics.

The objective of this work is to study multimodal, highly filled, random particulate composites, such as solid propellants, and to reconstruct the PUC, which is geometrically identical to the original packs generated by packing algorithm (such as Rocpack) or obtained experimentally. The high content of energetic crystals (~60–80%) and large particle size variations make the reconstruction complicated and most of the techniques discussed above are likely to fail. Therefore, we develop and implement a highly efficient and parallel reconstruction scheme based on the Augmented Simulated Annealing (AUSA) method, which attempts to reconstruct a PUC of a m-phase particulate random composite using one- and two-point probability functions. In order to eliminate the particle overlap and its influence on the overall performance of the optimization scheme, we develop the problem-specific mutation operator and incorporate it into the Genetic Algorithm (GA) strategy.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the formulation and numerical determination of the statistical descriptors (probability functions) used in the present study to characterize the microstructural statistics. One- and two-point probability functions are used to describe the statistical details of the particulate composite microstructure and the ergodicity, homogeneity and statistical isotropy assumptions are numerically investigated. The sampling template technique proposed in [25] is used here to numerically determine the two-point probability functions. Section 3 describes the optimization procedure to reconstruct the PUC. The optimization involves formulation of suitably selected objective functions. To account for the particle overlap, a penalty, or constraint function, is formulated and a new problem-specific mutation operator, based on a mass–spring system, is introduced. The parallel implementation, crucial for characterization and reconstruction of large domains with high particle volume fractions and particle size variations, is also discussed. Section 4 summarizes the reconstruction procedure results for two-dimensional, four-phase, random composites of different particle packing fractions (from 40% to 70%).

2. Statistical morphology of random particulate composites

Theoretical foundations to quantify the statistical characteristics of heterogeneous materials have been laid out in the past 40 years, starting from the seminal work of Beran [2]. A number of other works address this topic in detail as well [3,4,28,29,34]. For the sake of completeness, we summarize here the fundamentals of a class of statistical descriptors – the n-point probability functions, which are used in the present study to characterize the microstructure and to reconstruct the PUC. Consider a collection of a large number of micrographs (that form the ensemble space S) describing the geometry of a random particulate material, as shown in Fig. 2. To provide an initial statistical description of a random material, a function called the
indicator function, or the characteristic function \( \chi_r(x, z) \), is defined as follows:

\[
\chi_r(x, z) = \begin{cases} 
1 & x \in D_r(z), \\
0 & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

where \( D_r(z) \) denotes the domain occupied by \( r \)th phase, \( x \) is a point thrown into the random medium and \( z \) is the member of the ensemble onto which the point is thrown. From this definition, the \( n \)-point probability function \( S_{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n} \) which gives the probability of finding phases \( r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n \) simultaneously at points \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \), is given by

\[
S_{r_1, \ldots, r_n}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \overline{\chi_{r_1}(x_1) \cdots \chi_{r_n}(x_n)},
\]

(2)

where the overbar indicates the ensemble average:

\[
\overline{\chi_r(x)} = \int_{\mathcal{S}} \chi_r(x, z)p(z)dz.
\]

(3)

Here \( p(z) \) denotes the probability density of \( z \) in \( \mathcal{S} \). In particular, the one-point and two-point probability functions read

\[
S_r(x) = \overline{\chi_r(x, z)},
\]

\[
S_{rs}(x, x') = \overline{\chi_r(x, z)\chi_s(x', z)}.
\]

(4)

In general, evaluation of probability functions can be prohibitively difficult, but can be simplified if the material under consideration is ergodic, statistically homogeneous and statistically isotropic. The Ergodic hypothesis requires that all states available to an ensemble of systems must be available to every member of the system as well [2]. If the material is ergodic, then the ensemble average of a given function, \( \bullet(x, z) \), (such as the characteristic function) is equal to its volume average,

\[
\int_{\mathcal{S}} \bullet(x, z)p(z)dz = \frac{1}{V} \int_V \bullet(x, z)dV.
\]

(5)
It follows that the probability functions can be evaluated on only one member of the ensemble instead of the costly proposition of evaluation of all the probability functions on each member of the ensemble. Statistical homogeneity results in the ensemble average of the characteristic functions being independent of translation, while statistical isotropy implies directional independence. For an ergodic, statistically homogeneous, and isotropic random heterogeneous medium, the one-point and two-point probability functions reduce to

\[ S_r(x) = S_r = c_r, \]
\[ S_{\alpha}(x, x') = S_{\alpha}(x - x') = S_{\alpha}(\|x - x'\|), \]

where \( c_r \) represents the volume fraction of phase \( r \) in the composite and \( \|x - x'\| \) represents the distance between points \( x \) and \( x' \).

To numerically determine the one-point probability function, described by Eqs. (4) and (6), respectively, a simple Monte-Carlo like simulation can be utilized, i.e., we throw randomly generated points into the microstructure and count the number of successful “hits” into the \( r \)th phase. Then, the value of the one-point probability function can be estimated as

\[ S_r \rightarrow \frac{n'}{n}, \quad \text{as } n \rightarrow \infty, \]

where \( n' \) is the number of successful hits and \( n \) denotes the total number of throws. To compute the two-point probability functions, the sampling template procedure proposed by Smith and Torquato [25] is used. Instead of tossing a line corresponding to \( x - x' \) into a medium, a circular sampling template is formed. The center of such sampling template is thrown randomly into the medium under consideration and corresponding successful hits are counted. Furthermore, if the medium is statistically isotropic, successful hits found for points located on the same circumference can be averaged as well, which allows a large number of tests to be performed within one placement of the template. One half of a typical sampling template used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 2a.

2.1. Verification of ergodicity, homogeneity and statistical isotropy

First, we set out to verify the ergodicity of numerical generated, multimodal, particulate composites. We focus on packs consisting of particles of three different radii (10, 20 and 30 μm) with ~40% packing fraction. To test the procedure for establishing the ergodic hypothesis, it is necessary to form the ensemble space \( \mathcal{S} \). When sampling individual members of the ensemble space \( \mathcal{S} \), random packs were generated using Rocpack with an approximately same volume fraction of each phase, computed directly from packs. Fig. 2 shows six such individual packs with volume fraction of 0.37–0.39, obtained by modifying the sampling window (300 ± 20 μm). This will produce slightly perturbed packs, which are used here instead of experimental micrographs. Although the initial packs and boundary conditions used for computing the statistical descriptors are periodic, it has been shown by Gajdosić et al. [7] that the boundary conditions have negligible effect on the two-point probability functions. In the view of the ergodic hypothesis, we shall require only that

\[ \overline{S}_r \approx \overline{S}_r \quad \text{with } \overline{S}_r = \frac{1}{\hat{n}} \sum_{i=1}^{\hat{n}} S_{r,i}, \]

where \( \hat{n} \) is the number of members in the ensemble and \( \overline{S}_r \) represents the mean volume fraction of each of the phases. The individual first-order probability functions, \( S_{r,i} \), were computer using 50,000 random throws. Table 1 shows the evaluated \( S_{r,i} \), \( \overline{S}_r \) and \( \overline{S}_r \). It is evident from Table 1 that the medium can be assumed ergodic within 1% based on the one-point probability functions. We opine that the presented results are sufficient for the medium to be considered ergodic, provided that the medium is statistically homogeneous, although, an ultimate justification of an ergodic assumption would require to prove equality of higher moments as well [28]. In the sense of the ergodic assumption, we suggest that a single micrograph be used for evaluation of the required statistical descriptors.

Next, we validate statistical homogeneity on the pack shown in Fig. 2a. Since statistical homogeneity implies translational invariance of a given function, the one-point probability function is evaluated on this pack for different coordinate systems. As in previous example, 50,000 random throws were used to compute the first-order statistical moment. Thus, we compute the one-point probability functions by translating the origin at \((0,0)\) to \((-L,-L), (-L/2,-L/2), (-L/4,-L/4), (L/2,L/2), (L/4,L/4)\), where \(2L\) is the size of the pack. Table 2 shows the values of the one-point probability function evaluated for each of the aforementioned coordinate systems, and its standard deviation. We can see that the standard deviation of the evaluated one-point probability functions for different coordinate systems is approximately 3%. Even though it is necessary to establish homogeneity on higher-order probability
functions we take the medium to be statistically homogeneous within 3%. Note that for a periodic medium the statistical homogeneity is satisfied by construction. Thus, the error obtained here is purely numerical. Nevertheless, this procedure was presented for completeness and generality of the method, when different media are investigated.

Finally, we establish statistical isotropy from the determination of the two-point probability distribution functions, using a sampling template of 500 radial points and 100,000 random throws. The two-point probability function distribution and the coefficient of variation, computed as the standard deviation of the two-point probability function in the circumferential direction, is plotted in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. As one can see, the maximum variation is <2%.

After establishing ergodicity, statistical homogeneity and isotropy, the spatial distribution of the two-point probability functions is computed as a spatial average of the two-point probability functions in the circumferential direction and is shown in Fig. 4b. Fig. 4b also attests to the following limiting cases as applicable to an ergodic, homogeneous and isotropic medium:

for \( x \to x' : S_{rr}(x, x') = \delta_{x} S_{r} = \delta_{x} c_{r} \),

for \( ||x - x'|| \to \infty : \lim_{||x - x'|| \to \infty} S_{rr}(x, x') = c_{r}c_{l} \).  

Eq. (9a) is a manifestation of ergodicity, while Eq. (9b) refers to the length scale of statistical independence of the heterogeneous material. From Fig. 4b, it can be seen that, for distances greater than \( \approx 150 \mu m \), the material points are statistically independent. This length scale forms the initial guess of the PUC size in the optimization problem described in Section 3.

Please note that a discrete sampling template is used to compute the two-point probability functions of a continuum

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( S_{r} )</th>
<th>Origin ((-L, -L))</th>
<th>Origin ((-\frac{L}{2}, -\frac{L}{2}))</th>
<th>Origin ((-\frac{L}{4}, -\frac{L}{4}))</th>
<th>Origin ((\frac{L}{2}, \frac{L}{2}))</th>
<th>Origin ((\frac{L}{4}, \frac{L}{4}))</th>
<th>Origin ((L, L))</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.0198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
heterogeneous material. Thus, the accuracy of the evaluated statistics depends on: (a) the number of random throws of the sampling template and (b) the number of radial points in the sampling template, which can be related to the smallest particle radius. Fig. 5a and b show the dependence of the matrix–matrix two-point probability function on the number of radial points and the number of throws, respectively. It can be seen that a good convergence of the two-point probability function is obtained for 300 radial points (or a radial spacing of 1.5 μm) and 5000 throws of the sampling template.

3. Construction of the periodic unit cell (PUC)

3.1. Objective and penalty functions

Once the microstructural statistics of the heterogeneous material are established, the reconstruction of the PUC is undertaken. In this study a PUC is geometrically representative of the original microstructure provided that the one- and two-point probability functions of the PUC are similar to those from the original pack. To quantify this similarity, we introduce two optimization problems:

(a) For a given initial length scale of the PUC $H_{init}$, volume fractions $c_i$, particle radius $r_i$, and number of particles $N_i$ of phase $i$, find the PUC dimension $H$, such that the differences in the volume fractions are minimized using the following objective function:

$$G(H) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n_p} \left( c_i - \frac{N_i \pi r_i^2}{H^2} \right)^2},$$

where $n_p$ is the number of particle phases in the composite. This optimization problem can be solved analytically to get the optimal dimensions of the PUC to be:

$$\frac{dG}{dH} = 0 \Rightarrow H = \sqrt{\frac{\pi \sum_{i=1}^{n_p} N_i^2 r_i^4}{\sum_{i=1}^{n_p} N_i r_i^2 c_i}}. \tag{11}$$

This step in the optimization procedure ensures the similarity of the one-point probability functions, since the size of the PUC is based on the respective particle volume fractions, which are the same as the corresponding one-point probability functions.

(b) After determining the optimal length scale of the PUC using Eq. (11), the optimal positions of the particle centers are found by minimizing the following objective function, based on the two-point probability distributions:

$$F(x_N) = \sum_{r=1}^{m} \sum_{s=1}^{m} \|S_{rs}^{orig} - S_{rs}\|_{L^2}$$

$$= \sum_{r=1}^{m} \sum_{s=1}^{m} \sqrt{\int_0^H (S_{rs}^{orig} - S_{rs})^2 \, dr}, \tag{12}$$

where $x_N = \{x_1, y_1, \ldots, x_N, y_N\}^T$ is the vector of the positions of particle centers, $x_i$ and $y_j$ correspond to the $x$- and $y$-coordinates of the $i$th particle, respectively, $m$ is the total number of phases in the composite that is equal to $n_p + 1$, $S_{rs}^{orig}$ are the two-point probability functions computed for the original microstructure and $S_{rs}$ are the two-point probability functions computed for the PUC. It is to be noted here that the objective function, as formulated in Eq. (12), does not contain any details on the overlap of particles inside the PUC. Hence, a constraint is added to ensure that there is no overlap inside the optimized PUC. Thus, the solution vector $x_N$ should comply with,

$$\sqrt{(x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2} \geq r_i + r_j, \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N, \quad j = i + 1, \ldots, N, \tag{13}$$

where $N$ denotes the total number of particles, and $r_i$ and $r_j$ are the radii of $i$th and $j$th particles, respectively.

Based on the distance between the centers of a pair of particles, we classify the overlap into two types, namely: partial overlap, if the distance between the centers is less than the sum of the radii, and complete overlap, if the distance between the centers is less than either of the radii of the particles (as shown schematically in Fig. 6a). Let the number of occurrences of partial overlap be denoted as $N_p$ and the number of occurrences of complete overlap be denoted as $N_c$. The optimal position of the particles is then found by minimizing the following objective function:

$$\min_{x_N} \sum_{r=1}^{m} \sum_{s=1}^{m} \|S_{rs}^{orig} - S_{rs}\|_{L^2} + \lambda \sum_{r=1}^{m} \sum_{s=1}^{m} \sqrt{\int_0^H (S_{rs}^{orig} - S_{rs})^2 \, dr},$$

where $\lambda$ is a penalty factor that controls the trade-off between the similarity of the two-point probability functions and the number of overlaps.

The optimization problem can be solved using a gradient-based optimization algorithm, such as the conjugate gradient method. The algorithm iteratively updates the positions of the particles by minimizing the objective function, subject to the constraint on the overlap.

Fig. 5. Convergence of the two-point matrix–matrix probability function, $S_{mm}(r)$, with (a) number of radial points in the sampling template for fixed number of throws – 30,000 and (b) number of throws of the sampling template for fixed number of radial points – 500.
be denoted as \( N_c \). The amount of overlap in a potential solution is described by the parameter \( \eta \) as

\[
\eta = \begin{cases} 
0 & N_c = 0, \\
\frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{\Delta_{\text{overlap}}}{(A_i + \epsilon)} + 0.5 & N_c > 0.
\end{cases}
\] (14)

If no instance of complete overlap occurs (i.e., \( N_c = 0 \)), the penalty parameter is a global mean of the ratio of the area of overlap to the mean area of a pair of particles. The limiting case of this expression is encountered when a particle center is on the circumference of another particle. For this limiting case, the value of \( \eta \) is evaluated to be 0.45. Since a complete overlap is a highly undesirable situation, it is to be penalized heavily. Hence, on encountering a single occurrence of a complete overlap, an amount of 0.5 is automatically added to the overlap parameter \( \eta \), so that the value of \( \eta \) lies within 0 and 1.

Based on the amount of overlap given by the parameter \( \eta \), a constraint function (or a penalty function) is established as shown in Fig. 6b. The formulation of the constraint function is based on similar one used in [17] and as established as shown in Fig. 6b. The formulation of the constraint function is based on similar one used in [17] and as

\[
\frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{\Delta_{\text{overlap}}}{(A_i + \epsilon)} + 0.5 \quad N_c > 0.
\]

For the present unit cell reconstruction, each individual in the population \( P_t \), which is a set of potential solutions to the optimization problem, is a possible configuration of particles inside a unit cell, represented by a real-valued chromosome \( \vec{Z} = \{z_1, \ldots, z_{2N}\} \), such that

\[
z_{2i-1} = x_i \quad \text{and} \quad z_{2i} = y_i \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, \ldots, N,
\] (17)

where \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are the \( x \)- and \( y \)-coordinates of the \( i \)-th particle center. As described in Algorithm 1, the three basic steps of the GA are as follows: First, an individual is selected for reproduction (line 4) based on the remainder stochastic sampling without replacement (RSSwoR) method, commonly known as the Roulette Wheel Sampling scheme [8]. The reproduction (or alteration) step (line 5) makes use of different types of crossover and mutation operators applicable to real-valued chromosomes. More details on these operators can be found in [20]. The replacement step (line 6) is controlled in the AUSA algorithm using the Metropolis criterion, which allows a worse child to replace its better parent with a certain probability. This probability measure is reduced as the number of iterations increase, thereby driving the solution to converge to a global minimum. Readers are referred to [8,15,17,19] for detailed explanation on each of the different steps of a GA cycle.
3.2. Problem-specific mutation operator

Based on different numerical experiments presented in Section 4, we observed that with increasing volume fractions the overlap in the optimized PUC is not eliminated completely and the rate of convergence is slow, especially for packs of packing fraction 60% or more. Restart of the AUSA algorithm and reoptimization, as suggested in [8], can be attempted, but do not yield satisfactory results. Other possibility is construction of genetic operators that meet impenetrability constraint directly as done in [34]. Such an approach might, however, limit the random information in the population and slow down the convergence of GA. It might be also difficult to implement for densely packed multimodal systems. Thus, in order to eliminate the overlap in the PUC and to improve the convergence rate, we propose a problem-specific mutation operator, which is based on a mass–spring system. For a pair of overlapping particles, we introduce a stiff repulsive spring to push the particles away from each other and for a pair of non-overlapping particles, we introduce a soft attractive spring to keep particles close together, such that the statistics are not altered substantially by the new operator. We further assume that the mass of the particle is directly proportional to its area, and that the force–displacement relation for the springs is linear, with spring stiffnesses of \( \kappa \) or \( \bar{\kappa} \) for repulsive or attractive springs, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7a. The separation, \( d_{ij} \), between the particles \( i \) and \( j \) is computed simply as

\[
d_{ij} = \|r_i - r_j\| - (r_i + r_j),
\]

where \( r_i \) and \( r_j \) are the position vector of the center and radius of particle \( i \), respectively.

The placement of springs in a potential PUC is shown schematically in Fig. 7b. First, we create the Delaunay triangulation of the set of particle centers. Then, particles sharing a triangle are identified as neighbors and only neighbors interact through springs. For example in Fig. 7b, particles 1 and 2 are neighbors, while particles 1 and 4 are not. Overlapping neighbors interact through a stiff repulsive spring, as shown by solid lines in Fig. 7b, while the soft attractive springs between non-overlapping neighbors are shown in broken lines. Based on standard spring dynamics, we construct the equation of motion as follows:

\[
M\ddot{u} + Ku = 0,
\]

where \( u \) is the displacement vector, \( M \) is the diagonal mass matrix and \( K \) represents the global stiffness matrix. The initial displacement conditions are given by the initial spring excitations due to the overlap. The vector of initial displacements reads

\[
u_0 = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{1i}, \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{2i}, \ldots, \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_{Ni} \right\}^T
\]

where \( N \) denotes the number of particles and \( \overline{N}_i \) represents the number of neighbors for \( ith \) particle. The vector \( d_{ij} \) is computed as

\[
d_{ij} = d_i \{ \cos(\theta_{ij}), \sin(\theta_{ij}) \}^T
\]

where \( \theta_{ij} \) is the angle between the spring \( ij \) and the \( y_1 \)-axis (Fig. 7b). The global stiffness and mass matrices \( K \) and \( M \) are constructed from their standard element counterparts by usual assembly procedure.

The standard implicit Newmark predictor–corrector scheme is used for the time integration of (19) because of its stability and simple implementation [11]. The SuperLU library is utilized for the LU decomposition [5]. The numerical integration is carried out until the overlap inside a potential PUC goes to zero or a prescribed number of time-steps is reached. Please note that in the applications presented in Section 4 the stiffness of the soft attractive springs between non-overlapping particles is set to zero.

![Fig. 7.](image) (a) Force–displacement (spring) relation. (b) Delaunay triangulation and position of springs in a potential cell. Symbol \( d_{ij} \) denotes the separation between particles \( i \) and \( j \), and symbols \( \kappa \) and \( \bar{\kappa} \) represent repulsive and attractive spring constants, respectively.
The aforementioned process of changing the positions of particles inside a potential PUC based on the equation of motion is implemented as a mutation operator. This mutation operator is applied to those population members having only partial overlap, and is activated with a small probability of 0.05.

3.3. Parallel implementation

The most costly part of the AUSA algorithm is the evaluation of the fitness of each individual (either in the population at the start of GA or in the mating pool). All the other steps (sampling, genetic operations, simulated annealing and evaluation of constraints) do not involve intense computations. Hence, to accelerate the algorithm, parallelism is introduced in the evaluation of the fitness function.

Initially, \( N_{\text{proc}} \) processors are allocated, where \( N_{\text{proc}} \) is a multiple of number of individuals in the mating pool \( M_t \), \( (N_{\text{proc}} = a \times M_t, \text{where } a \text{ is an integer greater than or equal to } 1) \). As seen from Fig. 8, the input parameters for the PUC and the AUSA algorithm are first read on the master processor (processor 0). Using the input information, a population of individual unit cells is generated (Step 2 of Algorithm 1). A set of \( a \) processors constitute a sub-communication world, as indicated by the processors enclosed inside the oval (Fig. 8). Every \( P/M_t \) individuals of the initial population are sent to \( a \) processors (sub-worlds) for evaluation of two-point probability functions and each processor carries out \( N_{\text{hits}}/a \) number of throws of the sampling template on each individual. This information of two-point probability functions, evaluated for \( N_{\text{hits}}/a \) throws, is then sent to the sub-master processor (master for sub-communication world). At the sub-master processor, all the two-point probability functions are added and averaged out (explicit assumption of isotropy), and sent subsequently to the global master (processor 0). Thus, the fitness for all the members in population \( P_0 \) is calculated.

Once the genetic algorithm has started, the master processor executes the sampling mechanism and genetic operations inside the mating pool. Once new offsprings are created in the mating pool each offspring is sent to \( a \) processors (corresponding sub-communication world) and two-point probability functions are evaluated in the same manner as for the individuals in the initial population, as described in the previous paragraph. This procedure is continued throughout the execution of the genetic algorithm.

4. Examples

4.1. Packs with 40% particle volume fractions

We now turn our attention to a set of unit cell reconstruction problems illustrating the capabilities of the reconstruction procedure. First, we start with packs containing 40% packing fraction and three different radii (10, 20 and 30 \( \mu m \)), as shown in Fig. 2. Only five of the six micrographs are selected as the initial packs. All five starting packs have particle packing fractions around 0.37–0.39 and the ensemble average (mean) of the two-point probability functions for all five packs, with error bars indicating the spread in the probability functions, is plotted in Fig. 9. There are two sources of error in this plot: (a) the different probability distributions for each member of the ensemble (arising from error in the ergodic assumption) and (b) the numerical error associated with the use of optimal sampling parameters. The sampling template parameters are calibrated to be 1.5 \( \mu m \) radial spacing (300 radial points) and 2500 throws of the sampling template. It should also be noted that, for the present 40% packs, statistical homogeneity and isotropy are assumed explicitly based on the verification study in Section 2.1, and the ergodicity assumption will be re-confirmed below. The initial size \( H_{\text{init}} \) of the PUC for this problem is chosen as 300 \( \mu m \), from the results in Fig. 9, and the optimal size is determined to be 296 \( \mu m \) from Eq. (11).

![Fig. 8. Parallel implementation of AUSA algorithm.](image-url)

![Fig. 9. Two-point probability function distributions of the initial 40% pack with error bars representing both numerical and statistical errors.](image-url)
The AUSA algorithm described in Section 3 is utilized to reconstruct the PUC. All the AUSA runs presented hereafter consist of a population of 600 individuals and 20 individuals in the mating pool. Table 3 lists the values used for the GA and SA parameters in the present study and shows that the probability of mutation operators is greater than crossover operators, as was the case in [17,33]. We use two different crossover operators: simple and arithmetic crossover, and four different mutation operators: uniform, boundary, non-uniform and problem-specific mutation (introduced in Section 3.2). The probability of mutation is uniformly distributed between the mutation operators, except for the problem-specific mutation, which is invoked with a probability of 0.05. The simulation is stopped when the maximum number of iterations reaches 10,000 or the tolerance (defined by the difference of the fitness of the worst individual and the best individual) reaches 0.015 and stays there for at least 1000 iterations. The upper cutoff of overlap \( \omega \) for the evaluation of constraint (see Eq. (15)) is taken to be 0.05, while the exponent \( \beta \) is set to 5.0.

The fitness evolution of one of the AUSA runs is given in Fig. 10. As seen there, the worst, mean and the best fitness values have converged for around 8000 iterations. The final fitness value attained is argued to be the global minimum, since no new offsprings are accepted into the population after 7000 iterations. Similarly, in all the other 40% pack reconstruction runs the minimum is reached within 7000–9000 iterations.

One of the five reconstructed unit cells is plotted in Fig. 11, showing no overlap and substantial reduction in the size of the PUC. Fig. 12 depicts the comparison of the mean of the two-point probability functions of the five original packs and the corresponding five reconstructed PUCs. Only selected probability functions are plotted for clarity there, but similar trend would be observed for the remaining ones. The thin error bars indicate the spread in the evaluation of the two-point probability functions in the five original packs and the thick error bars indicate the spread in the evaluation of the two-point probability functions in the corresponding reconstructed PUCs. In both cases, these error bars arise from ergodic assumption and from the numerical evaluation of the two-point probability functions.

The final values of the fitness function given by Eq. (12) of the optimized PUC for each of the five independent runs and the number of iterations needed to reach the tolerance limit of 0.015 are tabulated in Table 4. It can be seen that the minima reached for all five runs are consistent. Table 4 also shows that the initial best population, generated randomly, is optimized to about 75% by the end of the AUSA run, which is a substantial amount of improvement on the initial guess. Also, the final PUC is reduced to about 25%
of the size of the original pack. Even though five different packs are used as initial packs, the consistency of the final fitness values and the good agreement of the two-point probability functions, between the original packs and the reconstructed unit cells, reinforce the validity of ergodicity of the random particulate composite under study. Hence, for further reconstruction simulations (50%, 60% and 70% packing simulations), only one solid propellant pack is used as the initial pack.

4.2. Packs with 50% particle volume fractions

Now we concentrate on reconstructing a PUC of 50% packing fraction. The initial pack and the two-point probability function distributions are shown in Fig. 13a and b, respectively. The error bars now represent only the numerical error introduced by the sampling procedure. The parameters for the AUSA algorithm are the same as for the 40% packing simulations. However, the maximum number of iterations is set to 20,000 and the tolerance is increased to 0.02 to accommodate for the increase in the packing fraction. Since the maximum number of iterations is increased, the value of \( T_{\text{min}} \) is reduced to \( 1\times10^{-8} \). The sampling template parameters used for the current simulations are 2.0 \( \mu \)m radial spacing (225 radial points) and 3000 throws of the sampling template. Since the particle packing fraction is higher, we relax the overlap constraint by increasing the upper cutoff of overlap \( \omega \) to 0.3 and selecting the exponent \( \beta \) equal to 1.0, leading to a linear penalty function. These particular values are selected after experimenting with

---

Table 4
Final values of the objective function \( F \) (Eq. (12)) and number of iterations needed to attain the required tolerance for the 40% pack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pack #</th>
<th>Before GA</th>
<th>After GA</th>
<th># of iteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.102</td>
<td>3.708</td>
<td>8.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>3.474</td>
<td>8.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.938</td>
<td>4.106</td>
<td>9.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.447</td>
<td>5.868</td>
<td>13.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.746</td>
<td>3.215</td>
<td>8.462</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 13. Initial 50% pack considered for reconstruction (left) and associated two-point probability function distributions (right).

Fig. 14. (a) Evolution of fitness values and (b) evolution of the overlap parameter \( \eta \) during GA run for the 50% pack. Although significantly reduced, the overlap is not completely eliminated and converges to about 0.01.
several combinations of $\omega$ and $\beta$. Ergodicity, statistical homogeneity and isotropy are assumed explicitly for the 50% pack simulations. From the two-point probability function distributions (Fig. 13b), the initial size of the PUC is chosen to be 450 \(\mu m\) and the optimized size $H$ given by (11) yields 448 \(\mu m\).

The fitness evolution during one of the AUSA runs is shown in Fig. 14a. As expected, because of the higher packing fraction, this run involves a larger number of iterations than the 40% pack runs. From Fig. 14b, it can be seen that the value of overlap ($\eta$) converges to about 0.01 towards the end of the simulation. Fig. 15 shows the initial 50% pack and the reconstructed PUC from one of the AUSA runs, emphasizing the size reduction. Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the two-point probability function distributions of the original pack and the reconstructed PUC. Good agreement can be again observed. Here, the thin error bars correspond to the scatter in the two-point probability function distribution of the original pack due to the numerical errors, while the thick error bars correspond to the scatter in the two-point probability function distributions of the optimized PUC due to both numerical and statistical errors (average of five runs). The final value of the objective function of the optimized PUC and the number of iterations needed to reach the tolerance limit of 0.02 are tabulated in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that the initial best population, generated randomly, is optimized to about 70% by the end of the AUSA run. However, it is also observed that out of the five runs, four of them resulted in unit cells with a small overlap ($\bar{\eta}$). Here we use the physical overall overlap $\bar{\eta}$, rather than its computational counterpart $\eta$ given by (14), defined as

$$\bar{\eta} = \frac{A_o}{A_t},$$

where $A_o$ is the area of overlap and $A_t$ is the total particle area. Although the physical value of overlap $\bar{\eta}$ is relatively small for all five runs, it becomes more and more pronounced as the packing fraction increases.

Similar reconstruction is attempted for a pack of 60% packing fraction. Table 6 shows the number of iterations needed for convergence for each of the 60% PUC reconstruction runs and the final overlap. Reoptimization or a restart of the GA run can be carried out to further improve the solution, but when attempted, it did not show any
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**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run#</th>
<th>Fitness $F$</th>
<th># of iteration</th>
<th>Overall overlap ($\bar{\eta}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before GA</td>
<td>After GA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>3.240</td>
<td>7.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>2.042</td>
<td>3.472</td>
<td>8.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>2.295</td>
<td>4.147</td>
<td>8.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>2.325</td>
<td>3.698</td>
<td>8.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 5</td>
<td>1.886</td>
<td>3.834</td>
<td>7.611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Maximum number of iterations was increased for this study to 30,000 due to the convergence problems.
marked improvements. When reconstruction is attempted on a 70% pack, GA run did not converge at all, as the overlap plays a dominant role in the optimization procedure. Hence, we employ the new problem-specific mutation operator described in Section 3.2 for the 60% and 70% packing fractions. This is described next.

4.3. Packs with 60% and 70% particle volume fractions

For the reconstruction of PUC of 60% and 70% packs, all the parameters of the AUSA algorithm and the penalty function are the same as in the 50% pack reconstruction simulations. As mentioned in Section 3, the new mutation operator is activated with a small probability of 0.05. The convergence results for one of the 60% pack AUSA runs, with the new mutation operator, are shown in Fig. 17. One can readily see, from Fig. 17b, that the overlap in the PUC solution is completely eliminated and from Fig. 17a that the optimization procedure has converged in around 7500 iterations. Fig. 18a shows the original 60% pack considered for reconstruction and Fig. 18b shows the reconstructed PUC. The two-point probability functions of the original pack and the reconstructed unit cell are compared and plotted in Fig. 19. One can observe that the two-point probability functions of the PUC compare well with those of the original pack, even with the new mutation operator. This fact is reiterated in Table 7, which shows the initial and final values of the objective function (Eq. (12)), the number of iterations needed for convergence and the value of overall overlap \( \eta \) for the 60% reconstruction. From the final values of the fitness function, we can see that the best population member is optimized to about 70% by the end of the AUSA run. It should also be noted that the overlap is completely eliminated in all five reconstruction attempts.

Since the effectiveness of the new mutation operator is established for the reconstruction of the 60% PUC, we now apply it to reconstruct the PUC of 70% packing fraction. The new mutation operator is shown to be effective for the 70% reconstruction simulations also, as observed from Table 8. We can see that the initial randomly generated best member is optimized to about 70% by the end of the AUSA run, similar to the previous reconstruction trials. The overlap is eliminated completely in four of the five AUSA runs and the fifth one contains a small overlap only. Fig. 20a and b show the initial 70% pack and the reconstructed PUC of one of the five AUSA runs, while
4.4. Performance and scalability

In this section, we discuss the performance of the optimization scheme with respect to the packing fraction and scalability of the parallel algorithm. As apparent in Fig. 22a, there is a strong dependence of the number of iterations required for convergence on the packing fraction (solid line in Fig. 22a). Since a substantial part of the computational effort is spent on reducing the particle overlap, the adoption of the new mutation operator for the higher volume fraction cases (60% and 70%) significantly reduces the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence of the GA optimization, as apparent from the dashed line in Fig. 22a.

Finally, the speedup characteristics of the parallel implementation (described in Section 3.3) of the AUSA algorithm are investigated by measuring the CPU time needed for 1000 iterations on 40, 80, 120 and 160 processors for the 50% PUC reconstruction. The time required for completion of 1000 iterations on each set of processors is plotted in Fig. 22b (line with circles). The speedup factor is calculated from the reference time taken on 40 processors and is also plotted in Fig. 22b (line with squares). We can see that the parallel code exhibits almost linear scalability with increasing number of processors. Because of the almost ideally parallel nature of the problem, this

Table 7
Final objective function values, number of iterations needed for convergence and overall overlap for 60% pack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run #</th>
<th>Fitness $F$ Before GA</th>
<th>After GA</th>
<th># of iteration</th>
<th>Overall overlap ($\bar{\eta}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min Mean Max</td>
<td>Min Mean Max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>3.477 5.651 9.827</td>
<td>0.985 1.084 1.157</td>
<td>8885</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>3.053 4.885 9.230</td>
<td>0.817 0.901 0.970</td>
<td>10,870</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>2.468 4.837 9.312</td>
<td>1.113 1.208 1.258</td>
<td>9565</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>2.860 4.852 9.591</td>
<td>0.957 1.035 1.088</td>
<td>9825</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 5</td>
<td>2.540 4.901 9.490</td>
<td>1.025 1.115 1.178</td>
<td>10,920</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8
Final objective function values, number of iterations needed for convergence and overall overlap for the 70% pack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pack #</th>
<th>Fitness $F$ Before GA</th>
<th>After GA</th>
<th># of iteration</th>
<th>Overall overlap ($\bar{\eta}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min Mean Max</td>
<td>Min Mean Max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>3.450 6.967 12.219</td>
<td>1.168 1.320 1.450</td>
<td>19,672</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>4.258 7.122 11.246</td>
<td>1.375 1.496 1.565</td>
<td>23,211</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>4.211 7.070 11.950</td>
<td>1.157 1.351 1.467</td>
<td>20,080</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>3.260 7.053 11.210</td>
<td>0.946 1.030 1.061</td>
<td>23,065</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 5</td>
<td>3.783 7.064 11.412</td>
<td>1.296 1.351 1.452</td>
<td>24,090</td>
<td>1.0E-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scalability is expected for reconstruction of PUCs of different packing fractions as well.

5. Conclusions

An effective method has been presented to characterize and reconstruct the complex microstructure of a random highly packed, multimodal, particulate composite by a simplified periodic unit cell that is statistically (geometrically) similar to the original microstructure. It is important to note that the reconstructed periodic unit cells are only representative from a geometrical statistics point of view and that the representativity of the PUC must also account for the physical processes of interest (Swaminathan and Ghosh [23]). However, the construction of a geometrically equivalent periodic unit cell is an important first step in describing behavior of complex particulate materials, such as solid propellants. In this work, the micrographs have been computationally generated using a packing software called Rocpack, which has been tested and compared to available experimental data. For the present study, one- and two-point probability functions have been identified as the suitable statistical descriptors and the assumptions of ergodicity, homogeneity and statistical isotropy have been numerically assessed.

A stochastic optimization method called Augmented Simulated Annealing has been used to optimize the positions of particles inside the periodic cell, such that probability functions are similar to those from the original pack. The optimization scheme has been implemented in parallel allowing for the study of large data sets with large particle size variations and high packing content. A new mutation operator, based on a mass–spring system, has been developed to eliminate the particle overlap and to speed up the computations.

Reconstruction of periodic unit cells has been performed on four-phase random particulate composite packs of 40–70% packing fractions. The reconstruction results show good convergence and repeatability of the genetic algorithm and the statistics of the reconstructed cells compare well with those of the original packs.
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